THE PROSPIES ARE COMING! THE PROSPIES ARE COMING! (One if by merit, two if by legacy)

In 2004, we were suspended for the year after we published a report suggesting the Board of Trustees was running a pay-prostitution/meth ring. It turns out flagrant libel is illegal. Who knew?

We started publishing again in 2005 but our comeback was quickly set back after our staff developed an addiction to painkillers. Infrequent, and filled with unsubtle demands for more pills. Ben Lee ’07 helped sober us up, using disciplinary methods that today serve him so well in the U.S. Army, particularly during his current stint in Afghanistan.

In this issue, we will try to give you an unbiased look at the Hamilton experience. Enjoy your visit! Remember, you’ll find acceptance here by being yourself, or failing that, by pretending to be a dinosaur.

Hugs and Kisses, Ms. Leubsdorf’10
Editor-in-Chief

The Duel is Dino-mite!

LATEST GREEK SCANDALS REALLY WON’T CHANGE MUCH
People who want to pay money to be friends with like-minded people still will
Mr. Sinton ’13
I’ll make fun of you, but thanks for the free beer dept.
(NOT IN A FRAT HOUSE! ZING!) Campus was decidedly not rocked this week when it was revealed that Delta Iota Kappa had been subjugating its pledges to humiliating tasks which the pledges complained about.

The last straw for whistleblowing DIK pledge Tim O’Leary’13 was when his pledge educator wrapped him in saran wrap and circled the parts of his body that needed to be improved.

“It was horrible,” the distraught student sobbed, who really should have known what he was getting into. “They circled my moobs and told me to lose them, then they circled my abs and told me to get working on my beer gut right away. And do you know how much it hurts to have sticky Sarah wrap pull out your awkward back hair as it is slowly removed?”

The reaction from the Administration was swift and cruel.

Spokesman John Nitterman drunkenly commented, “Thank God one of these brainwashed bros finally came forward! We’ve literally been looking for any excuse to crush these motherfuckers! Anything that threatens our chokehold on this campus is our enemy.”

In the background, Joan Hinde Stewart could be seen repeatedly screaming “UNLIMITED POWER!!” and shooting force lightning into the air.

The student body was mostly ambivalent about the developments.

“So a Greek organization is doing something shitty again, big whoop,” Peggy Mer- champ ’10 complained. “As long as they keep the free beer flowing, I don’t care if they make us up, using disciplinary methods.”

The Greek community remained unfazed.

Theta Iota Theta President Jane Lytle ’11 said, “Sure, these stories will get passed around during AA, but once the fresh blood figures out how hard it is to make lasting friendships, they’ll choose to buy some instead for the cheap price of their self-worth and $300 a semester.”

And I mean, we’re not sociopaths, we don’t like make them walk over hot coals or anything.”

The student body was mostly ambivalent about the developments.

“So a Greek organization is doing something shitty again, big whoop,” Peggy Mer- champ ’10 complained. “As long as they keep the free beer flowing, I don’t care if they make them publicly fuck a pineapple while riding a unicycle. My liver demands sustenance!”

The Greek community remained unfazed.

Theta Iota Theta President Jane Lytle ’11 said, “Sure, these stories will get passed around during AA, but once the fresh blood figures out how hard it is to make lasting friendships, they’ll choose to buy some instead for the cheap price of their self-worth and $300 a semester.”

And I mean, we’re not sociopaths, we don’t like make them walk over hot coals or anything.”

In this issue: negativity and smurfs!